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The Reality of M&As
The number of mergers and acquisitions have increased in recent
years and that activity is not expected to slow down. In today’s
connected, digital world, IT initiatives play a strong role in the
success of many of these transactions.
•

87% of professionals expect M&A deal activity to remain at the
same level or increase

•

75% of corporations are targeting foreign M&A opportunities

•

50-60% of initiatives intended to capture synergies within an
M&A situation are strongly related to IT

Ensuring a smooth integration following a merger or acquisition
plays an important role in the transaction’s success. But it’s not an
easy feat.
Every time an organization undergoes an M&A it faces a landslide
of challenges, particularly when integrating workforces, networks
and technologies. Companies must:
•

Maintain workforce productivity

•

Ensure application and data access for all employees,
regardless of location

•

Unify networks and technologies

•

Protect corporate security and compliance

With Dizzion’s virtual desktops, organizations are able to utilize
whatever endpoint devices are in place (or use Dizzion’s zLink
solutions) to deliver a consistent desktop experience to all
employees. Companies can also support work at home programs,
remote workers and third party contractors while maintaining a
tight security posture from a centralized management portal.

888.225.2974

Provision new desktops in hours,
not weeks, using hardware that’s
already in place.

Central Management

Control all desktops from a single
pane of glass, regardless of office
or employee locations.

Security & Controls

Compliant Solutions

Dizzion’s fully managed cloud delivered desktops make it easier
for organizations to address these challenges. Provisioned using
customized Golden Images, organizations are able to get the
entire collective workforce unified on consistent platforms and
applications within hours or days - not months. This fast access
to business-critical applications and data helps ensure productivity
remains high while maintaining security.
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Easy Deployment

More than 100 user controls to
quickly and easily implement
security measures across groups.

Connect with Cloud Delivered Desktops
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Key Benefits
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Independently audited PCI and
HIPAA compliant solutions help
organizations more easily achieve
and maintain compliance.

Consistent User
Experience

Ensure all employees have access
to the data and applications they
need within a consistent desktop
environment.

Secure the Endpoint

Protect corporate data from the
threat of device theft or loss.
Control where your data resides
and get it off the endpoint.
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IT Challenges Following a Merger or Acquisition
Responsibility

Challenge

Dizzion Benefit

Enabling Productivity

Issuing access to businesscritical applications and data and
managing hardware.

Manage desktops and application
access from a single, centralized
location, deployable to any
endpoint, anywhere.

Simplify Networking

Waiting weeks or months for
a physical network connection
(circuit) to be established to a new
remote office.

Employees anywhere can use a
secure virtual desktop that already
has access to all the applications
and data they need.

Consistent User
Experience

Creating and maintaining a
consistent user experience across
locations and departments.

Ensure one user group doesn’t
have a better or worse desktop
experience by having a standard
desktop configuration.

Security

With more data and corporate IP to
protect, IT teams need to ensure all
employees are following security
rules and working on secure
endpoints.

With virtual desktops, user
and computer controls can be
automatically pushed out and
devices pose less of a threat.

Compliance

Compliance is notoriously difficult
to maintain, especially when new
end users and endpoints are
introduced.

A compliant DaaS solution can
help easily and quickly ensure all
employees are working within a
compliant environment.

Active Directory

If the acquired company does
not have Active Directory user
accounts, the new endpoints must
be configured to join the acquiring
company’s domain.

Virtual desktops can be remotely
provisioned to automatically join
a domain, rather than touching
and configuring each individual
endpoint.

For more information on how Dizzion’s cloud delivered desktops
help during mergers and acquisitions, visit:
www.dizzion.com/mergers-acquisitions
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